INTRODUCTION
Initiation of an energetic material and its accelerator propagation to a catastrophic event like combustion , thermal explosion, or full-scale detonation event occurs when localized self-heating accelerates in the bulk material more rapidly than it can be dissipated within a specific but relatively short time period. Over the past twenty years, a number of scientists have conducted numerous fundamental investigations into various mechanistic processes which appear to contribute to energetic material initiation. Basically, these mechanistic investigations could be divided into three categories: mechanical, physical or physicochemical, and chemical. Various kinds of mechanisms have been theoretically proposed, computationally modeled, or experimentally studied which involve either, the physical environment in which the initiation event occurs, the energy functions associated with energy transfer, conversion and release rates, o r chemical pathways associated with molecular structure, reaction rates, and product formation.
Within the past ten years, the energetic materials community also has come to recognize that, during initiation, various mechanisms occur at different levels or scales of energetic material substance composition. These substance composition levels can be described as the macroscopic level involving the bulk material, the microscopic level describing crystal structure considerations, the molecular level describing both the chemical structure and the chemical reactions, and finally, the atomic level involving individual atoms derived from the original energetic compound. These mechanisms, occumng at various compositional levels of an energetic material, each are integral parts of a much larger and complex event. While detailed information still is needed about the mechanistic intricacies of each mechanistic process, there also is a challenge which requires the blending of these into one complete or overall mechanistic Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1995439 description of the entire initiation event. Simply stated, these individual mechanistic pieces must be properly fit into one large coherent picture which accurately describes the initiation event and which properly describes the interactions occurring among the various mechanistic processes at each of the compositional levels.
This paper introduces a general concept concerning energetic material initiation and sensitivity. It attempts to provide a coherent framework, albeit in a preliminary form, within which this large coherent picture might eventually be assembled. Certain key fundamental research studies involving a number of distinguished scientists are described and cited which illustrate and support various facets of this conceptual initiation train concept. Because of space and time limitations, not all fundamental investigations which might be relevant to this conceptual model, nor the scientific investigators associated with these studies, all can be mentioned, and their omission is not intended to slight the importance of their work nor the contributions of the scientists who conducted them. Additionally, it is anticipated the presentations at this workshop will uncover other new aspects of the initiation event which would nicely dovetail into or require a modification of this preliminary initiation train concept. Figure 1 represents a general concept concerning the overall energetic material initiation event. It illustrates an "initiation train" comprised of sequential mechanistic mechanical, physical or physicochemical, and chemical reaction processes which begin with the bulk energetic material at the macroscopic level. It then proceeds into the microscopic level involving the crystal lattice characteristics plus energy behavior of the energetic material. Next, the initiation event moves into the molecular level where chemical reactions generated by a rapid thermochemical decomposition occur; and finally, it proceeds into the atomic level where atomized species form and recombine into the final small gaseous molecules detected as detonation products. It meets the criteria of an event which (a) is sequential in nature, (b) proceeds progressively into more minute material composition levels, and (c) occurs over a very rapid but finite time period. It also contains three other elements which seem to be common with most mechanistic processes studied as part of the initiation event; these would be, (1) the formation of a physical environment in which other mechanisms may proceed, (2) the evolution, conversion, or transfer of heat energy, and (3) the presence of chemical reactions which rapidly decompose the original energetic compound into other chemical compounds with a concomitant energy release.
DISCUSSION
All types of mechanisms investigated with the initiation event seem to accomplish either one of three functions. Firstly, they ensure formation of the physical environment and resultant conditions which house processes required for the conversion of mechanical energy into heat energy, for the transfer and concentration of heat energy, or for the degradation of the original compound via rapid thermochemical decomposition reactions. Secondly, they provide for the actual conversion of mechanical energy into heat and the transfer and conversion of heat energy. Thirdly, they generate a pathway followed by the heat-generated thermochemical decomposition reactions which produce the intermediate and final product species driving the detonation wave front.
Beginning at the left side of Figure 1 , the initiation train scenario might proceed as follows. An external stimulus (impact, shock, friction, spark, heat) on the bulk energetic material at the macroscopiq level, introduces a physical response (fracture, shear, viscous flow, plastic deformation, gas bubble pressure and others) 12-21] at the microscopic level which forms new microstructural defects or locates already existing inhomogeneities in crystal lattice of the energetic material. These microstructural defects then each serve as a highly localized nucleation point where mechanical energy is concentrated and converted into heat energy at the microscopic level via some type of physical or physicochemical mechanism. This conversion and concentration of heat in the micron-sized or submicron defect produces a hot spot in which an extremely high pressure and high temperature build up rapidly occurs. Within the hot spot on its inner surface, heat activated thermochemical decomposition reactions begin to occur at the molecular level where some of the heat energy is converted into the kinetic energy needed to activate and drive, perhaps by radical species catalysis, the thermochemical decomposition process and its associated chemical mechanism(s). The kinetically-controlled chemical reactions, generated during the rapid thermochemical decomposition process, produce more sensitive condensed phase intermediate compounds which themselves break down further into gaseous products with more heat evolution. Eventually, this rapid decomposition causes these intermediate condensed phase and gaseous products to reach the atomic structural level by producing atomized species. The recombination of these atomic species into final gaseous detonation products occurs in a cellular-structured environment found to exist behind the detonation shock wave. The fracture, cracking, and shear interfaces occurring at the bulk macroscopic level, the hot spots created at the microscopic level, and the cellular structure inherent with the detonation wave, formed by either mechanical or physical mechanistic responses, represent physically-structured features which define an environment and the parametric conditions where other mechanisms can operate to either generate, transfer, and convert heat energy , or where kineticallycontrolled reaction mechanisms provide the necessary chemical species and energy release rates needed to propagate and sustain a detonation event.
A number of theoretical and experimental mechanistic investigations lend support to this concept. Mechanisms (1) by which mechanical stimuli are converted into physical responses at the bulk level, (2) mechanisms by which these physical responses generate and propagate the formation of localized microstructural defects or inhomogeneities; and (3) mechanisms by which these physical responses convert and concentrate their energy into heat to form hot spots have been covered in the literature and at various scientific conferences, workshops, and symposia 12-21]. Some of these mechanistic responses are recognized by the following terms: fracture, shear, viscous flow, plastic deformation, gas bubble pressure, and others. One mechanistic process for which extensive experimental evidence has been gathered, is termed the "Dislocation Pile-Up Avalanche Mechanism" [21] . It describes the conversion of a mechanical stimulus (impact) at the macroscopic bulk level into a physicochemical response known as plastic deformation, which introduces shear bands into the crystalline material. This causes a rapid avalanche type of build-up for microscopic level defects and concentrates heat at these localized points to form hot spots with a concomitant generation of radical species [8, 21] . Possibly, these radical species catalyze the initiation of molecular level thermochemical decomposition reactions inside the hot spots.
The potential catalytic role of radicals is illustrated by both theoretical and experimental investigations of crystal structure orientation and sensitivity. Radicals can form along with defects during microscopic level crystal lattice shearing. Theoretical calculations conducted on an initiation model of nitromethane initiation predicted certain crystal orientations of the solid nitromethane crystal lattice would initiate to detonation more easily than others [22] . This effect was noted in an experimental study of solid nitromethane where explosive behavior in a diamond-anvil cell was found to be dependent on crystal orientation [23] . A model invoking steric hindrance in the movement of one molecule of nitromethane past other molecules during shear deformation of the crystal lattice explained this behavior and illustrated that covalent bond rupture occurs more readily in sterically hindered orientations where one molecule collides with another [ W ] . PETN also displays a crystal orientation dependence with its shock initiation sensitivity, and this behavior also is attributed to steric hindrance of molecular motion in the shear flow 1241. The dependence of detonation velocity with various crystal orientations in RDX (251, conceivably, also may result in part from radicals being generated as molecules collide in the more sterically hindered orientations and homolytic bond ruptures occur. Thus, microscopic level mechanistic processes produce hot spots and radicals which, in turn, must contribute to starting the molecular level thermochemical decomposition reactions in the hot spots.
The actual existence and role of hot spots was experimentally verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analyses of energetic materials which were impacted or shocked just below their initiation threshold 126-291. Micron-sized (impact) and submicronsized (shock) quenched hot spots with charred inner surfaces were located by the SEM technique, and XPS analysis of these charred surfaces inside the hot spots revealed new condensed phase intermediate products formed from the original energetic compound. The new condensed phase intermediate compounds resulted from the chemical reactions associated with the rapid thermochemical decomposition process which produced the charred inner hot spot surface. At the molecular level, this thermochemical decomposition process in sub-initiated TATB produced much more sensitive furoxan compounds as well as furazan compounds in this charred hot spot surface ( Figure 2 ). At this point, the chemical kinetics of the rapid thermochemical decomposition process and their role in molecular level chemical reactions must be considered. The role of chemical kinetics in regulating chemical reaction rates and resultant energy release rates during the thermochemical decomposition process, first was demonstrated with TNT using the kinetic deuterium isotope effect (KDIE) approach [30] . In this mechanistic investigation, the hydrogen atoms in TNT's pendant methyl group were replaced with deuterium atoms (TNT-d3) and the ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition rate was measured for both the normal TNT and deuterated TNT-d3 using isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (IDSC) 1301. Introduction of deuterium atoms to form a stronger C-D bond in the TNT-d3 pendant methyl group (Figure 3 ), slowed its thermochemical decomposition rate significantly enough to reveal that methyl group C-H bond dissociation (10 KDIE) controlled the overall rate of the TNT thermochemical decomposition process. Subsequent KDIE studies with the normal HMX and deuterated HMX-dg [3 1,341 cyclic nitramine compounds indicated the same condensed-phase dependent rate-controlling step exists (C-H bond dissociation), whether HMX is involved in an ambient pressure solid-phase thermochemical decomposition process, a rapid solid-phase pyrolysis process (ambient pressure), or a high pressurethigh temperature combustion event 131,351.
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KDIE investigations with RDX and RDX-d6 showed the same rate-controlling C-H bond rupture in both its solid-and liquid-phase thermochemical decomposition processes [32, and in its high pressure combustion event 1391. KDIE studies with TATB and TATB-d6 also revealed the same rate-controlling N-H bond rupture in the pendant amino group for the ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition process 140,411 and the initiation sensitivity of its thermal explosion event 1401. Additionally, a shock initiated detonation study with HMX, RDX, and TNT, plus their deuterated analogues (HMX-dg, RDXdg, and TNT-d3, respectively), revealed a slight yet statistically significant difference in initiation sensitivity; the deuterated analogues were more difficult to initiate indicating a probable contribution . A consideration of all these KDIE results suggests that chemical kinetics play a significant role in controlling the rate of energy release and product formation during the initiation event. It further suggests that chemical kinetics must constitute one significant factor in the initiation train which directly affects the sensitivity of an energetic material toward initiation, and does so by exerting a certain degree of kinetic control on the overall Step td = thermochemical decomposition comb = combustion te = thermal explosion det = detonation * by inference energy release rate. One computational investigation also lends support to this idea that slower chemical reaction kinetic rates do provide some degree of desensitization for a given energetic material. This theoretical investigation of solid nitromethane's initiation to detonation indicates how effective slowing the rate-controlling step and its associated covalent bond rupture or dissociation can be. Results show that a, 3.45 Kcal/mol increase in a covalent bond's dissociation energy, resulting in a stronger covalent bond, causes a 30 Kcallmol overall energy decrease in the chemical reactions occurring near the detonation shock front during a specific time interval [44] . Most interestingly, the zero point bond dissociation energy of the stronger C-D bond is 2.3 Kcallmol [45] more than it is for the analogous C-H covalent bond in the various KDIE mechanistic investigations cited. This 2.3 Kcallmol energy difference is the basis for the KDIE existence itself. Experimental verification also is needed which demonstrates that the rate-controlling covalent bond rupture of the thermochemical decomposition process is involved with an energetic material's initiation sensitivity. This possibility that the thermochernical decomposition process comprises an integral part of the initiation train sequence strongly was indicated by the charred quenched hot spot surfaces in the sub-initiated TATB, TNT, and RDX samples described earlier [26-291.
Experimental studies, in fact, have been reported which complete this important requirement and establish the rapid thermochemical decomposition process, its kinetically-controlled chemical reactions, and the associated rate-controlling covalent bond rupture are an integral part of the overall initiation train. First, there is correlation between an energetic compound's shock sensitivity and its critical temperature ( Figure 5 Figure 6 . Thermochemical Nature of Shock Initiation, Impact Initiation, and Thermal Explosion [46] . sensitivity to critical temperature (dotted arrow) and the ability to calculate critical temperature from the chemical kinetics of a thermochemical decomposition process (dotted arrow), establish a direct link between the thermochemical decomposition process and shock initiation (solid arrow). The fact that impact initiation produces a thermal explosion event ( Figure 6 , dotted arrow), that critical temperatures are measured using the thermal explosions of the Henkin Test (dotted arrow), and that the thermochemical decomposition process of a compound (TATB and TATB-d6) produces the same KDIEdetermined rate-controlling step as that found in its thermal explobion [43bl, establishes a direct link between the thermochemical decomposition process of a given energetic compound and impact initiation (solid arrow). The correlation (dotted arrow) between shock sensitivity and initiation sensitivity ( Figure  6 ) completes Figure 5 1461 and emphasizes the important role of the thermochemical decomposition process and its kinetically-based rate-controlling chemical reactions in the overall initiation train sequence.
The covalent bond rupture, which constitutes the rate-controlling step for an energetic compound, also depends on its inherent molecular structure. Differences in the chemical environment of a specific covalent bond may determine which structural portion of the molecule provides the rate-controlling covalent bond dissociation (Figure 7 ). TNT possesses two vastly different types of C-H bonds as illustrated by their large proton NMR shifts between those in the saturated aliphatic pendant methyl the chemical reactions leading to its impact initiation probably occur along a different mechanistic pathway, and, therefore, likely would involve a different rate-controlling covalent bond rupture in the rapid thermochemical decomposition portion of its initiation train sequence [Zc] .
The coupling of condensed phase products, which are derived from rapid thermochemical decomposition in the hot spot, with the KDIE-determined rate-controlling covalent bond dissociation, illustrates the significant role chemical kinetics play in determining the energy release rate during an initiation event.
The two condensed phase products, found by XPS analysis in the quenched hot spots of a TATB sample impacted or shocked just below their initiation threshold, were the much less stable furoxan compounds and the furazan compounds (Figures 1 and 2) 126-291. The furoxans can only form by N-H bond rupture of TATB's pendant amino group, while the furazan compounds must form from [43b]. Mechanistic KDIE thermochemical decomposition investigations with TATB and TATB-d6 revealed this mechanistic process is controlled by pendant amino group N-H bond rupture [40, 41] . The isolation of condensed phase furazan products from the ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition of TATB [26] further supports N-H bond rupture as being the rate-controlling feature. Additionally, a thermal explosion study showed TATB-d6 was significantly more difficult to initiate as determined by its higher critical temperature [40j. Further evaluation of the TATB and TATB-d6 critical temperature difference suggests pendant N-H bond rupture to be a significant rate-controlling feature where the kinetics of the normal TATB proceed more at a higher rate and, therefore, provide energy for initiation at a lower temperature 143bl. Similar correlations with TNT [30, 50, 511 and RDX between the KDIE-determined ratecontrolling bond rupture in thermochemical decomposition, plus combustion in the case of RDX [39,43bl , and the condensed phase intermediate products formed by analogous bond dissociation in quenched hot spots, also have been detected by XPS analysis [27,29,43bl. One of the two XPS detected products also was detected from an impacted RDX sample using chromatography and CI mass spectral analyses 1521.
Eventually, the kinetically-regulated thermochemical decomposition reactions of the condensed phase move into the gas phase, and it appears these molecular and atomic level gas-phase reactions are housed in a cellular-like physical structure formed in the detonation shock wave (Figure 1 ). This cellular structure of the shock wave 153-561 appears it might be formed by a physicochemical mechanism at the macroscopic level. Computational studies have simulated the mechanistic formation of this detonation cellular structure and suggested that the cellular shape is affected by energy release rates [561.
Experimental shock tube studies have found a relationship between the size of the macroscopic cellular structure in detonation wave fronts and tubular critical diameter. Detonation is sustained when the critical diameter is 13 times larger than an individual cell structure of the shock wave regardless of the gaseous composition of a fuellair mixture [53] . Other experimental shock tube studies have shown that cellular structure size can be altered by adding traces of gases into a fuelloxident mixture which promote or inhibit kinetically-regulated chemical reaction rates, even though the same overall energy of the shocked mixture remains the same [54] . The presence of these trace compounds also alter the induction time, which is defined as the length a shock wave must travel in the shock tube before a critical concentration of reactive species is attained to initiate an explosion event. Therefore, the macroscopic cellular structure size in a gaseous detonation shock wave can be altered by molecular level chemical reaction kinetics; that is, cellular structure size is determined, to some extent, by the kinetically-based rate-controlling step and probably by a specific covalent bond rupture which is present in these gaseous chemical reactions. In turn, cellular structure size is linked to the important physicochemical property of critical diameter. Energy release rates also appear to affect the degree to which an energetic material is converted to gaseous products [57] . This again suggests that chemical reaction kinetics and an associated rate-controlling chemical bond rupture could play a definite role in energy release rates in these gas phase processes. An experimental study of gas products generated by laser pulse heating of RDX showed that energy release rates determined the size of the gaseous product obtained; that is, the degree and extent of energetic material degradation. Higher energy laser pulses generated lower molecular weight gaseous fragments for the RDX molecule, while lower pulsed laser energies produced higher molecular weight gaseous products [57] . It appears the chemical kinetics which regulate the chemical reactions providing the rate-controlling mechanistic step may continue to play a noticeable role in the gas phase, especially in terms of determining energy release rates and the cell structure size in this portion of the initiation train.
Eventually, it appears these gaseous products following the detonation wave breakdown even further until atomization occurs. Traveling behind the shock wave, these atomic species, once formed, must recombine to provide the final gaseous detonation products when the detonation event terminates. The existence and importance of these atomic species achieving a steady-state thermodynamic equilibrium during detonation was determined in two separate ex eriments using a carbon-14loxygen-18 labelled homogeneous explosive, BTNEiA (Figure 9 BTNEA to rupture forming a steady-state equilibrium of atomized species prior to their recombination to final detonation products. This might suggest that the KDIE-based differences in the ease of initiation between TATBJTATB-d6 during its thermal explosion [40] AMATOL 20/80 (AN MARQUES) tABE LED Figure 10 . Isotopic 1 5~ and 14 N Exchange of AN and TNT in Amatol Calorimetric Detonation [58] .
independently behind the detonation shock wave as did BTNEA. The incomplete mixing of atomic species possibly results from the recombination reaction kinetics proceeding much faster than the microscopic diffusion mechanism of these atomic species into one another [%I. This microscopic diffusion control mechanism explains why the actual macroscopic energy output from the non-ideal Amatol explosive is lower than what theoretical calculations predict.
With the formation and expulsion of final gaseous and solid residue detonation products, the complicate^, sequential initiation train is completed. While detailed study must continue on the various component mechanisms, theoretical and experimental studies which reveal the coupling interactions and a possible interdependency of the component mechanisms also require further attention. In some cases, perhaps, where one with the proper insight might recognize their relationship to one another and be able to elucidate how these interactive relationships can provide a better overall understanding of the initiation event. Perhaps this general concept exhibited pictorially by Figure 1 is a starting point.
CONCLUSIONS
As discussed in this paper, several key correlations provide new insights into the complex and interactive nature of a sequentiai initiation train as it proceeds toward an explosive event. Firstly, past kinetic deuterium isotope effect (KDIE) investigations of slow ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition and rapid pyrolytic decomposition processes, plus of other higher pressureJtemperature combustion, thermal explosion, and detonation phenomena each reveal a common rate-controlling covalent bond rupture which kinetically regulates the energy release rate of a given energetic material. Secondly, an energetic material's inherent sensitivity has been correlated to it critical temperature, and the energetic compound's critical temperature has been correlated to the kinetics and rate-controlling mechanistic step of the slow ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition process as well as to its higher order thermal explosion phenomenon. Finally, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis with subinitiatied impact and shock studies of several energetic materials, reveals condensed phase products, generated during hot spot formation, must result from a bond dissociation which provides the ratecontrolling step observed during its ambient pressure thermochemical decomposition process. This suggests that the rate-contolling mechanistic feature of an energetic material's thermochemical decomposition process plays a significant role in its sensitivity characteristics. Additionally, examples have been noted where energy release rates can affect detonation wave's cellular structure, size, and induction times which define when a sufficient concentration of reactive species are generated in the gas phase to effect detonation. The correlation too of chemical kinetics to variations in detonation wave structure during gaseous shock tube detonation, further suggests that kinetically-regulated chemical reactions and their associated rate-controlling bond dissociation step must contribute significantly to determining energy release rates present in the gaseous portion of the initiation train sequence. They may, however, be much faster than the rate-controlling bond dissociations which controls the kineticallydriven chemical reactions of the condensed phase.
These correlations collectively suggest the following: (1) chemical reaction kinetics play a significant role in an initiation train sequence ( Figure 1); (2) a slower kinetically regulated rate-controlling mechanistic step can cause noticeable desensitization of an energetic material; and, (c) the kinetically regulated rate-controlling step,usually identified as a covalent bond dissociation or rupture and detected by the condensed phase KDIE approach, is one of several desensitizing mechanistic factors found in the initiation train concept. This could mean that by disrupting or altering any one of the several mechanistic processes below its an unspecified threshold, significant desensitization might be achieved for a given energetic material. Alternatively, by collectively altering the pathway or reducing the propagating rate of several mechanistic factors ( e g . hot spot rate formation or reactive product species threshold concentrations), each by a small degree, an overall additive effect might be achieved which could significantly desensitize a given energetic material. In order to achieve this type of sensitivity control specific mechanisms operating in the explosive train sequence must be more fully elucidated, and just as importantly, the interactions among them and the influence one mechanism has upon another must be determined. Only then will we develop a complete picture of the initiation event which permits explosive sensitivity prediction and design through sound and accurate scientific principles.
